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INTI~O:DUCTION
The influence of environmental conditions on the changes produced by selection in a breed[
or strain has received little experimentM sbudy, though some of the effects may be predicted
oil general grounds with some confidence. For example, selection for disease-resistance will
obviously be im possible in the absence of exposm'e to disease; and variable environmental
conditions such as those resulting from seasonal difference are obviously less favourable for
selection than constallt conditions. The environmental effect that forms the subject of this
paper, however, cannot be so easily predicted, and[ an experimental study is therefore
needed. Furthermore, the matter has an important bearing on livestock breeding, where
there is some disagreement on what is the best practice. The problem is whether environmental conditions that enhance the expression of the desired character will render selection
for tlm character more successful than nnfavourable conditions. This problem has been
discussed at length by Hammond (1917): the concNsion reached may best be stated in his
own words. ' Front a sm'vey of such results it would appear that the character required is
best selected for under environmental conditions which favom" i~s fullest expression, and
that once developed i~ can also be used in other environments, provided that other
characters, speciMly required by that new enviromnent, are also present in the animal'
(p. 201). And again: ' I t is concluded, therefore, that since in the later developing characters
in animals the environmental conditions and particularly the nutritional level play such
a large part in development, it is only possible to direct evolution by the selection of genes
for these characters under circumstances where the enviromnental conditions are optimal
for the development of the character in question' (p. 209).
Translated into genetical terms this thesis seems to reqnh~e the following two conditions :
(1) The genes determining the expression of the character selected are mainly the same ill
both good and bad environments. In other words, there must be an absence of genotypeenvbonment interaction of the generally recognized sort where the superior phenotypes
depend on different genotypes for their expression in the two environments. (2) A different
sort, of interaction between genotype and environment is required, such that the bad
environment affects the superior genotypes n/ore than the inferior. The frequency distribution of phenotypes in the bad environment would[ then be expected to be asymmetrical,
and, as i~ were, squashed against tile Upper limit imposed by the environment. Thus on]y
in a good environnlent would the superior genotypes be accurately indicated by their
phenotypes: in other words heritabiligy would be higher in the good than in the bad
environment.
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In spite of the rather improbable genetic situation required by it, Hammond's thesis has
a superficial plausibility which might recommend it to some animal breeders. Moreover, it
reflects.the practice in that section of the animal breeding industry which buys its stock
from the show-ring. An experimental study of the problem therefore seemed to be badly
needed and the work described in this paper was undertaken as a first step.
Mice were chosen for the experimental material as being th.e best compromise between
relevance to the breeding of livestock on the one hand and speed and economy on the other.
The character selected was body weight, and the enviromuental condition that was varied
was the plane of nutrition, the experiment being thus given the maxinmm relevance to
livestock breeding. Two selection lines were started from a single population: both were
selected in exactly the same manner for the same measurement, but the animals of one line
were given an unlimited amount of food, while those of the other were given a restricted
diet. 3?he progress of the two lines was compared, and after some generations of selection,
the performance of each line was assessed in the other envn'onlnent.
PROCEDURE
The growth of mice falls conveniently into periods of 3 weeks: from conception to birth;
from birth to weaning (and the birth of the next litter); and i'rom weaning to sexual
matm'ity. The measurement of body weight was accordingly made at the age of 6 weeks,
or 3 weeks after weaning. In order to standardize the maternal environment as much as
possible litters were reduced at birth to eight mice, and when possible litters with fewer
than eight were augnlented by mice from other litters born on the same day. At 3 weeks
of age the mice were weaned. Those of the full diet line were stored, four to six in a cage,
with the sexes separated. They were fed with commercial ' r a t cake' manufactured by the
North Eastern Agricultm'al Co-operative Society Ltd., Aberdeen. This is a satisfactory cliet
for nfice, and no supplements are needed. The composition of this diet has been given by
Howie & Porter (1950). Food was always present in excess. The mice of the restricted diet
line were put in individual cages at weaning and were fed daily with a weighed piece of food.
This was qualitatively the same as t h a t given to the full diet line, so the restriction was in
quantity only. The amotmt given was adjusted to be about 25 ~o below the normal
consumption, which had previously been determined, though during the first few days the
restriction was less severe. Dm'ing the first week the amount given was 3.0 g. per day.
Dm'ing the second week it was increased by 0.25 g. on alternate days so that it reached
4.0 g. at the beginning of the third week. During the third week the amount remained
constant at 4.0 g. per day. At the end of the third week of dieting, when they were 6 weeks
old, the mice were weighed, and thereafter they were fed ad lib. Thus the restriction of the d let
was imposed only during the period of most rapid post-weaning growth, from 3 to 6 weeks.
The mice stored individually were given cotton-wool to help them keep warm, but there
is little doubt that the individual storage was an additional disadvantage imposed on the
nxice of the restricted diet line.
In general, two litters were raised from each mated pair in both lilies, but when a pair
failed to mate at the post-partum oestrus their second litter was not included in the
selectioll; though it was often included in the measm'ement of the generation mean. The
nmnber of mice measured per generation in each line averaged forty of each sex. The mice
were all mated at the same time when the youngest were 6 weeks old. Impregnation usually
took place within a few days of mating and the tirst litters of the new generation appeared
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a.bou~ 3 weeks later (see Fig. zl below). By this time the parents were at least 9 weeks old
and ~he effec~ of the restricted diet on theh" weight had almost disappeared. Thus there
was littte direct el'feet of the restricted diel~ on t h e subsequent generation through the
mo~her. The generations of the two lines were kept as far as ]possible contemporaneous.
This was especially important when the exeha,nges of diet came to be made, because there
were considerable fluctuations, particularly in the restricteddiet line, due to unidentified
environmental causes--pr0bably temperature. In generation 7, however,.the lines got out
of s~ep because t;he full diet line .was delayed by disease. This was an epidemic hepatitis
which killed several of the parents and their families. Infected animals were not included
in the measm'ements, and the disease was eradicated in the 7th generation.
The mating system was the same in each llne. Six pairs were mated in each generation
and one pair of o ll~pring was taken from each family to be the parents of ~he next generation.
The ma~iugs were, limited to six by the lack of cage-space; and tlhe need to keep inbreeding
go a minimmn made it necessary to have all six families represented in the next generation.
These limitations had the advantage that environmental effects common to litl~er-mates
were eliminated. ]tltt no selection between Nmilies was ]possible and the genetic variance
available for selection was therefore limited to only half of the total present in the population. Selection of individuals to be m.ated in the succeeding generation was based on the
deviation front t,he litter-mean after correction had been made for the sex-difference. '/?he
raising of two litters from each mating somewhat improved the selection differential and
oonseqaent,ly t,he progress per generation. B u t l~he increase of generation length exactly
cancelled this improvement when progress was measured against time.

l~oundation stoc~: and 2)reparatory yene~'ations
The population on which the first selection was made was obtained iu
four highly
inbred lines, CBA, R~ii, C~v black, and A. These have been inbred by brother-sister mating
for many years and can be regarded as pure lines. They were crossed in the following way:
CBA 9 x gii I (~ and

Q,~ 9 x A c~.

The two f~'s we~'e t,hen crossed reciprocally, twenty rantings being made. I t is clear that,
apar~ from the sex chromosome, all these rantings were genetically identical and their
progeny were genetically equivalent to one large Nmil.y of full. sibs. Genetic segregation
was present in this generation and the first selection was made upon it. A population of
about, 200 was obtained and divided into two parts, one to form the foundation of the full
diet line and the other that of the restricted diet line. This latter part was subjected to the
restricted diet, iut, tw. manner already described and the first selection was made. Thus in
the first, generation of selection twelve animals were chosen out of about~ 1.00 in each line.
In this case sol ect,io u was ma de almost entirely o n the individual's own merit, little attention
being paid to the titter-mean, the importance of maternal effects being not then realized.
The object, of construct, ing the foundation population in this particular way was to obtain
a moderately uniform, and large populat~ion from whi.ch t~o start the two selection lines.
Any differences in their response to selection would then be less easily atgributable to
genetic dif~hrences in the original population. It is probable, however, that this advantage
was largely illusory, since the probability of the occurrence of random gclletie differences
between two samples of 100 individuals is very small. The genetic consequences of the
met,hod by which the -l!oundation population was constructed will be examined in detail iu
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another paper. Here ig need only be said thug generation 0 is regarded as ghe gen(~lJcal
equivalent of a, single family of full sibs, and generation 1 is, in consequence, regarded as
being 25 ~'o inbred. Further inbreeding was minimized by the choice of the leas~ related
individuals for m a~ing, covariance tables being constructed for this pro:pose in the ma,mer
described b y Emik & Tcrrill (19'1-9) and by Cruden (194=9). After the fom'th generat, io~,
however, the effects of ~he small population began to be fel~ and the inbreeding eoeflMent
rose b y about 1"75 ~ per generation.
I~ESULTS

Res~Jonse to selection
The effects of selecSion in ~he two lines are shown in Fig. 1. An unfortunate circmnsl~ance
renders the first generation of selection (from 0 ~o 1) valueless. This was a change of mouse.
house which took place ag that time. The weights of the mice were increased considerably
by "~he change, but the exact amount was not determined. Therefore the graphs of progress
made are shown only from generation 1 onwards, ~hough it should be rememberecl that
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l~'ig. 1. ~ e s p o n s e to selection tbr 6-week weight in the two sgrahls. Lines m a r k e d ' s e l e c t i o n ' show glm cumnlatiw
selection differentials. Lines ma.rked ' r e s p o n s e ' show the m e a n 6-week weigh~ (:h one s~andard error) of
e~eh generation. Points eonneet~ed b y broken lh~es are mea.ns of mice ra,ised on exeha.nged diel~s. Full circles =
full diet line; open circles =restricted diet line.

one generation of selection had already been made. The generation means were ealeulalxxt
separately for males and females, but since the sexes did not differ in their response to t,he
selection, the mean of the sexes is shown in the ~'aphs. The difference in weight between
the sexes was about 5 g. or 20 ~ of the mean weight on %11 diet, and about 1.5 g., or 8 %
of the mean weigh'~ on restricted die'~: males were the heavier. The standard errors of the
generation means are shown by vertical lines which extend go one standard error on eacll
side of "~he mean.
The lines marked 'selection' on the graph show the cumulative selection different.ials,
calculated as follows. The differential for each generation was obtained from the meaa
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deviatio11 of the parents from their litter-means, weighted by the number of offspring
measured i~ the next general{on. The differentials of successive generations were added
together to obtain the cumulative line, which shows the progress that would have been
made if heritability had been 100 % and the mean of the offspring had therefore equalled
the mean of the selected parents.
It is clear from the gral?hs that progress was made in both lines, though there were
marked irregularities due presumably to unidentified environmental causes. In order to
compare the progress made under N]I and restricted diet, regression lines were :fitted to the
observed generation means and to the cumulative selection differentials. These, which
measure the slopes of the lines, arc given in Table 1. In both cases the increase of weight is
statistically significant. The increase in the full diet line was slightly greater than t h a t in
the restricted diet line, 0-33 g. per generation against 0-26 g., but this difference is not
significant. ]~xpressed as a percentage of the initial weight (generation 1) the progress under
full diet was 1.5 % per generation; and under restricted diet 1"3 % .
The last, cohmm in Table 1 shows the heritabilities in the two lines. They were calculated
as the ratio of the regression coefficients of the response to t h a t of the selection. The standard
errors quoted were calculated from the relation a~z=e~/S~ , where R and S are the
Table 1. Slol)es of the tines of selection a~l resl)onse, measu~'ecl as the regression of weight
on generation number, and he~'itabilily, ,measu~'ed as the ratio of response to selectio~
Full diet:
itestrieted diet:

Selection
I~esponse
Selection
P~esponse

I~egression
g. per generation
1.67-20.050 }
0.334- 0. i0 ]
0.88-20.024[
0.26-_t:0'112/

I-Ierit~bility
(%)
19'7-26'1
29.1-212.7

regression coefficients of response and selection respectively, and H = R / S . The variance
of S was negligible. It is interesting to find that the heritabihty was higher in the restricted
diet line than in the full diet line. But the difference is less than its standard error and is
therefore far from being significant. There is, of com'se, no inherent contradiction in finding
a higher hcritability associated with a slower rate of progress. Progress depends not only
on the fraction of the variance that is heritable but also on the magnitude of the heritable
portion, since tile effective selection differential depends on this. The restriction of the
diet greatly reduced the total variance of body weight, and it need only be sllpposed t h a t
both genetic and environmental compmlents were reduced, but the environmental component more than the genetic. The phenotypic variance within litters (and within sexes)
was 1.563 g." in the full diet fine amt 0.581 g.2 in the restricted diet line (general!ions 1-7,
sexes averaged). Multiplying by the observed heritabilities gives the values of 0.308 and
0'169 g.2 for the genetic variance within hirers in the two lines, and this leaves 1.255 and
0"414 g.2 for the environmental components.
The re.suites of the fu'st part of the experiment indicate that: (1) progress was slightly
more rapid ill the good environment than in the bad; but (2) the correlation between
phenotype and g~motype was higher in the bad environment than in the good. Neither of
these conclusions, however, is to be regarded as more than tentative since the comparisons
involved were not statistically significant. Their probable meaning is more fnlly considered
in the ~Discussion.
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Exchange of envi,ronmcnt

Selection having been found to be effective in both lines, the next step wa,s to see how
each line would perform in the other em~ironment. Exchanges of environment were made
in the 5th and 7th generations. Three litters were raised from the mat[rigs in these genera.
tions. In generation 5 the third litters and in generation 7 the first and thh:d litters were
raised on the exchanged diet: that is to say mice of the full diet line were reared oil restricted
diet between a and 6 weeks in the normal way, wllile mice of the restricted diet line were
fed ad 1,ib. This latter exchange was repeated in the 8th generation, when all the mice of
the restricted diet line were raised oll %11 diet. The comparison is, however, less reliable
because the 8th generation was not quite contemporaneous in the two lines. The mean
weights of the mice raised on the exchanged diets are shown in Fig. 1 b y points connected
by broken lines with the means of the parental generations.
I t can be seen from Fig. 1. that mice of the full diet line raised[ on restricted diet were
much less heavy than the contemporaneous mice of the restricted diet line. In fact there
is no evidence t h a t the selection and the consequent increase of weight on full diet had
m.ade any improvement in respect of weight on restricted diet. On the other hand, mice
of the restricted diet line when raised on full diet were nearly equal in weight to the
contemporaneous mice of the full diet line, and their weights were far above the unseleeted
level for full diet. Thus sdection for weight on restricted diet was almost equally effective
in increasing weight ot~ NIl diet as was selection on full diet, The mean weights of the mioe
involved in these comparisons are given in detail in Table 2, where it can be seen that
the differences between the two lines on restricted diet are large and highly significant,
while the differences on Nil diet are small though probably also significant, at least when
taken all together.
The results of the exchanges of enviromnent are both sm'prising and important. Before
their interpretation is discussed it will be convenient to present some additional observations
made during the course of the experiment.

Correlated characters
Dm'ing the course of the select[oil several other characters besides 6-week weight were
measured and their changes observed, because it is important to get as fnll a knowledge as
possible of the changes produced in the organism b y selection for one character. In
particular, changes in skeletal dimensions and fatness, the two main components of body
weight, and in the main aspects of general fitness, namely fertility and lactation, were
looked for.
(1) Tail length. Tail length was taken as the most convenient measure of skeletal
dimensions, and was observed in all mice at 6 weeks of age. Tlle phenotypic correlatioll
within Htters between tail length and weight at 6 weeks was about 0.~ in both lines. I t w~
therefore to be expected that ta,il length would increase in response to selection for weight,
arid this expectation was borne out. The mean tail lengths of each generation are shown
in Fig. 2. In general, the restricted diet mice had shorter tails t h a n the full diet mice, btl~
in generation 6 the full diet line fell below the restricted. The reason for this is lmknown
but is probably environmental. The increase with selection was about the same in the two
lines, but tile irregularities in the later generations make it difficult to treat the change
quantitatively. The exchanges of diet showed the restricted diet line to be greatly superior
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to the full diet line when rMsed on restricted diet: as with weight the full diet line was not
above the unseleeted level. When rMsed on full diet the two lines were about eqaal in tail
length: in gener'~tion 7 the restricted diet line was the higher but in generations 5 and 8
the fail diet line was the higher.
Table 2. ComjJarison of the weights of the two lines on normal and exchanged
diets. Figures for exchanged diets are in italics
(Note that the 8th generation comparisons are less reliable because not contemporaneous.)
~eall weight
No.
Difference
Genera.rich
Sex
Line
(g.)
S.E.
of mice
(g.)
A. Both lhms raised on res~rleted diel~
5
9
Full
19"00
0"36
7}
0"90
Ilestr.
19.90
0,22
34
5
c~
thdl
20,56
0,21
5}
1.32
40
l%cs~r.
21 '88
0'17
7
~
Full
18'87
O'2d
35 [
i"24
B,es~r.
20.I I
0.19
23 )
7
6'
Full
20.04
0,23
30 }
1.42
I~esgr.
21.46
0.17
23
~B. ~Both lines rMsed on full diet
5
~
Full
21-26
0'48
24 l
Restr.
20.58
0,28
13
0'66
5
o~
:Full
26,64
0,38
30
22estr.
26.76
O.d6
21 [
0.12
7
9
Full
22,03
0,25
49 l
0' 12
-

21.91

0.16

50 i

27,19

0.2,1

Re,~tr.

22'68

21,8~

0'20

50
46 [
50 }

F~fll

28.00

0.24

Restr.

7

o~

8

~

8

o~

Flfll

Itestr.

26.d8

Full

Restr.

0,25

O,20

27.2d

51

62 t

0.29

37

I

t
1,78
o.75'*
3"76***
4,64"**

0.98
0.20
0.40

0.71
0"84

2,05"
3.02"*

0.76

2.00"

* Significant M~ 0'05 level.
** Significant at 0-01 level.
*** Significant ~tt 0,001 level.
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Fig. 2. Response of Bail length to selection tbr 0-week weight. Symbols as ill Fig. 1.

(2) Fatnas. The fatness of the mice of the two strMns was compared only at the end of
the experiment ill nfice reared on fnll diet, since differences of fatness due to the diet alone
were not of interes(;. The method of measuring fat content was simply to dissect out the
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abdominal fat deposits and weigh them. In addition the total fat contents of the bodies
of fourteen mice were determined by first digesting the whole body including skin with
papain, and then extracting the fat with ether. Eight extractions of the residues were
made and the differences between the last two were trivial: the extractions were therefore
judged to be complete. There was a high correlation (of 0.95) between the weight of the
dissected abdominal :fat and the total extraction. A fitted regression line served to convert
the measm:ements of abdominal fat to approximate estimates of the total fat contellt of
the body.
Measurements of abdominal fat, at 6 weeks of age were made on fifty-five mice of the full
diet line and sixty-six of the restricted diet line reared on Nll diet. The Nll diet mice were
from later litters of the 7th generation, and the restricted diet, mice were from first and
second litters of the 8th generation. The restricted diet mice of the first litters were exactly
contemporaneous with the full diet mice, but those of the second litters were not. The
restricted diet mice of the second litters had significantly less fat than those of the first
Table 3. Observed weight of abdominal fat in grams of the two 1,ines ,raised on full diet
F u l l d i e t line
r
~ex

99

?,{can
0,449

s .N,
0'0277

0.534

0.0273

YCestricted d i e t l i n t
a

r

Li~ter
1st
2nd
1st
2nd

Sigtdfie~uee o f d i f f e r e n c e
a

N[ean
0'415
0,301
0.417
0.335

s .]~.
0,0279
0.0239
0.0349
0.0145

t
0.85
-2.40
--

D .~.
45
-37
--

11

0'4
-0.02
--

Table ~t. Estimated total fat content of body (g.)
Estimated weight of
f

Line
Full
P~estr.

Sex
~
c?c~
?~
d'~

Abdominal
fat
0,449
0"534
0-358
0.376

6-week
weight
21.62
27,23
21'52
26'80

Total
fat
2.25
2.60
1"89
1 '96

Total
non-fat
19.37
24.63
19'64
24"84

Percentage
fat
10.41
9"55
8"81
7"33

litters, and this unexplained difference renders the comparison of the two lines rather
dubious. The amounts of abdominal fat actually observed are given in Table 3. The
comparison of contemporaneous mice shows the restricted diet line to have less fat, and this
difference is significant in the males. If the measurements of the second litters are accept, ed
at their face value and the mean of the first and second litters taken as the best estimate
tbr the restricted diet line, the figures in Table r are obtained. The total fat content of the
body is estimated as 10"0 ~ for the full diet line and 8"1% for the restricted diet line (sexes
averaged). Calculation of the regression of abdominal fat on body weight showed that, the
difference between the lines was too great to be accounted for by the difference in 6-week
weight. Therefore the observed difference, though quantitatively tmreliabie, justifies the
conclusion t h a t the restricted diet line had less fat than the full diet line. It is notewort;hy
that the estimated weight of non-fat tissues is higher for the restricted than for the Nll die~
line. The estima:bes of total fat content aga'ee well with previous measurements. Benedict &
Lee (i936) record 2.5 g. of fat in adult mice with an average body -weight of 24-'6 g., and
graphs given b y Dickerson & G owen (194-7) indicate about 2 g. of fat in 50-day-old mice
weighing about 20 g.
(3) Litter size. The number of live young born in the first and second litters is showit in
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Fig. 3. (The numbering of the generations refers to the generation in which the mother of
the litter was born, not to the generation in which she was mated and to which the litter
belonged.) Lit,tot size increased markedly in both lines. The restricted diet mice were less
fertile in t,heir first litters than the full diet mice, but in their second litters the two were
equally fertile: The difference in the first litters is probably a reflexion of the retardation
of growth caused by the restricted diet. It is interesting to find t h a t this effect hail
completely disappeared by the time the second litters were born.
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Fig. 3. Ohangos of fertility and lactation in the two lines, l?ertility, in lower graphs, mcasm'ed as mean n u m b e r
of llve young born; laotation, in upper graphs, measured as mean 12-day weight of young in litters of 8.
Symbols as in l~ig. 1.
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(4) Lactation. Previous work on the lactation of mice (Falconer, 19si7) had shown that
the weight, of the litter at 12 days of age provided a satisfactory measure of the mother's
lact~t,ion. Every litter was therefore weighed as a who]e a.t 12 days. But since the amount
of milk given is strongly ilafluenced by the number of young suckled, only those litters in
which eight young were suckled till 12 days are included in the graphs in Fig. 3. The two
lines did not differ in lactation. The first lactations did not change systematically with
increasing body weight, but the second lactations in both lines show a steady decline.
(5) Proml)tnessof matin9. It was of interest to see whether the selection had any effect oll
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the readiness of the mice to mate. Accordingly, the nmnber of days between the time the
pairs were put together and the birth of the first litters was counted in each generation.
No change took place. I t was also of interest to see whether the restriction of the diet had
any effect. Fig. 4: shows the distributions 0f days between pairing up and first births
in the two lines, the generations fl'om. 1 onwards being combined. There is a slight suggestioa
that the restricted diet line had a shorter interval, but this is clearly non-significant. The
regularity of mating in both lines is remarkable. Only 3"3 ~/o of the mice failed to produce
their litter by the 25th day. Since the gestation period is 19 days and. the oestrous cycle
normally occupies about 5 days this means that 96"7 ~ of the pairs mated successfldly
during the female's first oestrus after the pairs were put together.
DISCUSSION

Ham~mond,' s tl~,esis
The more important part of I{amm.ond's thesis, in relation to animal ilnprovelnent, is
clearly contradicted by th.e results of the experiment. The improvement attained by
selection under good conditions was not realized when the selected, strain was transferred
to bad conditions; instead of being better than the strain selected under bad conditions it
was worse, and showed 11o evidence of any advance beyond the initial level. Performance
was best improved by selection under the conditions in which the performance was
subsequently measured. The experinaent did, however, bear out, J-Iammond's prediction
that progress would be more rapid in a good environment thal~ in a bad though, contrary to
Hammond's expectation, heritability was higher in the bad t h a n in the good environmenk
Though the comparisons of rate of progress and of heritability in the two environments do
not stand up to statistical tests of significance they should be accepted at their face value
unless there are other reasons for disbelieving their validity. Their genetical interpretation
which follows is simple and helps to clarify the bearing of this experiment on Hammond's
thesis.
Inte,rpretation of results
The basic problem concerns the effect on the response to selection of changes in the
amounts of environmental and of genetic variance. It can readily be shown (see, for
example, Lerner, 1950) that, if non-additive genetic variance is neglected, the genetic
progress is equal to the product of the selection differential in standard measure, the
square root of the heritability, and the genetic standard deviation. If a constant fraction
of the population is saved for breeding the selection differential measured in phenotypic
standard deviations remains constant, and the genetic progress per standard unit, of
selection differential may be written thus:
AG

where AG = genetic progress, 7,= selection differential in standard measure, h = square root
of heritability, e a = genetic standard, deviation, and e E = environmental standard deviatioll.
The righ.t-hand side of the equation measures the rate of response to selection, and from
it the effects of changes of variance can be judged. The rate of response to selection can be
increased in two ways; either by reducing the em4ronmental component of variance (and
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thereby iIlcreashlg heritability) or by increasing the genetic compo~lent of variance. If
the genetic v,u'iance is increased without increasing the environmental, heritability will
of course also be increased. If, however, the environmental variance is increased in
proportion to the genetic, heritability will be unchanged, but ~,he response to selection
will still be increased.'~ "q_hus an increase of phenotypic variance without changing the
heri~abilit'y will ilmrease the response.
Now, the q,estion is whether a change in the level of the environment, which does not
affect its constancy, can have any influence on the different components of variance.
Hammond's thesis supposes that the consequence of a bad environment will be to reduce
the genetic variance alone, and consequently also the heritability. The rate of response to
selection would t,hcm be tess in a bad than in a good environment. The results of the present
experimel~t were different. The effect of the bad environment was to reduce the genetic
variance by 45 '~) and the environmental by 66 ~ , with a consequent increase of heritabiIity from 20 to 29 %. The net result of these changes was that the response to selection
in tlle bad environment was reduced by 2 1 % .
It must not l)e thought that these effects of the 'bad environment' are all attributable
go the low plane r nutrition. The technique of administering the low plane of nutrition
must also have made the environment more con,stunt. :For example, the individual
braising of the animals eliminated possible effects otz 6-week weight due to competition
and 'fighting-order'. The greater reduction of the environmental than of the genetic
variance was prol)ably the result of this greater constancy of the bad environment. If the
diet of I)ot,h groltt)s of mice had been restricted, but one at a lower level than the other,
the resalt~s might well have been in full agreement with Hammond's prediction of the
relative rates of progress and heritabilities.
The results of the exchanges of environment after selection are, however, unequivocal
and in direct contradictiola of Hammond's prediction. These results, and particularly the
nearly equal performance of the two lines when reared on full diet, are the most interesting
results of the experiment, and require some further diseussiom
It is clear from the results of the experiment, as well as on general grounds, that in
seleetio,l for increased size under two different environmental conditions one is selecting
for two characters t h a t are genetically distinct, and require different sets of genes for
their expression. The nature of the difference between the two characters selected in the
present experiment must therefore be examined. How do the two selected lines differ from
each other and from the original unselected stock? This question cannot yet be satisfactorily
answered, and the following comments serve more to define the problem than to point to
a solution.
The fact, that growth on restricted diet was improved in the restricted diet line but not
in the NIl diet, line can only mean that efficiency of food utilization was improved i.n the
one but, not, in the other. It is probable, from an examination of the nature of the restri erich
of the diet, that the 'efficiency' which was improved concerned the energy requirements
rather thin, the protein n~etabolism. The nutritive requirements of mice have been reviewed
by h'lorris (1944) I)ltt5there seems to be no information in the literature about the protein
requirements between 3 and 6 weeks of ~ge. I t seems likely, however (Prof. J. W. I-Iowie,
personal COlnlmmication), that the restricted diet contained enough protein to supply the
normal needs of growth, if all had been available for this purpose and none used to supply
eltergy. Therefore the restriction of tile diet prob~bly affected primarily the energy content;
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and the reduced growth of the mice resulted from the necessity for using some of the
protein ~o supply energy. An analysis of the diet, given by Howie & Porter (1950), is
shown in Table 5 together with the weekly food intake per mouse on both full and restricted
diets.
If, then, the restriction of diet affected primarily the energy intake, selection for
increased body weight on restricted diet would operate on the animals' energy requirements,
the reduction of which would allow more protein to be used for growth. This might be
attained by a reduction of the energy requirements for maintenance and bodily activiby
or by a reduction of the wastage in t,he faeces. Genebic differences in the energy require.
ments for maintenance have been observed in rats (Palmer, Kennedy, Calverley, Lohn &
Weswig, 194:6) and in mice (Dickerson & Gowen, 194~7), so an increase of efficiency by this
means is at least possible. The anaount of wastage in the faeces has been stated by
Dickerson & Gowen (19~7) to be as high as 20 % of the food calories, but Dewar & Newtea
(1948) found the faeces go contain only 3 % of the total carbohydrate ingested. It is nob
Table 5. Oompa,,rison of the protein, cc~rbohyd,rate and fat intalce or'mice on the two diets, ba,sed
on the c~nalysis of the,/bed used given by Howie & Porte,r (1950)
(Figures for full diet are fl'om 8th generation mice of the restricted diet line, sexes averaged. :Figmres tbt
restrle~ed die~ ~pply to ~11 gener~im~s. T h e ~ot~ls include the rema.i2fing eonstitnen~s of ~he diet, mMnly fibre,
~nd the figures for protein, carbohydrate, ~nd f~t therefore do not add u p to the totals.)
Consumption hi g.
Percentage
r
eomp0sitiofl
1st
2nd
3rd
of food
week
week
week
Total
:Full diet: Protein
19.2
5.1
6.9
7.3
19.3
Carbohydrate
52.7
].4'1
18'9
19'9
52.9
F~t
4.9
1.3
1.8
1.8
4.9
'l?ot,~l
100"0
26'8
35"8
37.8
100",t
~ e s t r i c t e d diet: Protein
19.2
4.0
4.6
5.4
14.0
Carbohydrate
52"7
11"1
12"7
14"7
38.5
Fat
4.9
1.0
1.2
1.4
3.6
Tot~l
100'0
21.0
24.0
28.0
73.0
Percentage of full diet
-78.4
67.0
74.1
72.7

known, however, whether genetic differences in the extent of this wastage exist upon
which selection could operate.
Though it seems reasonable to suppose that the improvement of 6-week weight attained
by selection oll restricted diet could have resulted, in part at least, from reduced energy
requirement, and that no such reduction took place in the full diet line, it is, nevertheless,
not clear why the reduced energy reqldrement of fhe restricted diet line should h.~ve
improved the growth of the mice when fed ad lib. Another difficulty arises from the
results of previous work with pigs (Dickerson, 1947) and with rats (Palmer et al. 194:6),
which showed that selection for efficiency of gain (i.e. minimum food consumption per mfi~
gain in weight) produced an increase of fatness. The increased efficiency was attained by
reduced maintenance requirements and, in the ease of pigs, reduced activity. There seams,
fl'om these obseryations, to be a physiological association between increased fat deposition
and reduced maintenance, and this association has also been observed in mice carrying the
dominant gene 'Yellow' (Dickerson & Gowen, 1947). Therefore, if the improved efficiency
of the restricted die~ line had been achieved by reduced maintenance requirements, these
mice would be expected to show an increased fatness when fed ad lib. ; but it was the less
efficient; mice, of the flfll diet line, which had the greater fat content. Furthermore,
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selectiOn ill pigS for body weight alone also increased the amount of fat and with it the
ettlcieImY of gain. The full-diet mice would therefore be expected to show an increase of
ettlciency which would improve their growth on a restricted diet. But there was no
evidence of any such improvement.
For these reasons the siml?le interpretation of the results, based on a reduction of energy
requirements in the restricted but not in the full diet line, is not wholly satisfactory, and
it is clear that a physiological study of the two lines is required for the solution of the
problelm
SUBIMAI{Y

1. The effect of the plane of nutrition on the improvement in body weight achieved by
selection was studied h~ mice. Two strains derived from a single foundation population were
selected ill exactly the same manner for weight at 6 weeks of age: one strain was fed a,d h;b.
and the other was restricted to about 75 % of the normM food intake between the ages of
weaning and weighing--that is between the ages of 3 and 6 weeks. This restriction of the
diet reduced the 6-week weight by about 10 %.
Z Weight increased under selection in both strains : the average increase per generation
wa* 04a g. or 1.5 % of the unseleeted weight, in the Nll diet strain, and 0"26 g., or 1.a % in
the restricted diet strain.
3. Heritability was higher in the restricted diet strain (though not significantly so),
being 29 % on restricted diet and 20 % on full.
4. Exchanges of nutritional level were made between the strains after 5, 7 and 8 generati0lLSof selection. When reared on restricted diet, the restricted diet strain was superior in
6-weekweight, the full diet strain showing no improvement over the unselected level. When
reared on full diet, the full diet strain was superior but the restricted diet strain did not
f&l[far short, of it, and showed a marked improvement over the unselected level for full diet.
5. Thus, improvement of the genotype for rapid growth on a high plane of rmtrition
carried with it ~o improvement for growth on a low plane. But improvement of the
genotype for growth on a low plane did carry with it a considerable improvement for
growth on a high plane.
6. The bearing of these results on Hammond's ideas is discussed. It is concluded that
the resulta do Hot support Hammond's thesis.
7. Changes ill some other characters resulting from selection for 6-week weight were
observed. Fertility increased in both strains : milk yield in first lactations remained steady,
but in second lactations it declined in both strains. The fat content of the mice of the full
diet strain was about 24- ~ greater than t h a t of the mice of the restricted diet strain after
8 generations of selection, when both were reared on Nll diet.
8. It is probable t h a t the restriction of the diet affected primarily its energy co,tent,
the deficiency of protein being maiNy due to some having to be used to supply energy.
The improvelnmlt of growth in the restricted diet strain was therefore probably due to
a reduction of the animals' energy requirements. The physiological differences between
the two strains and the nnselected stock from which they were derived form a complex
problem which cannot yet be solved.
The advice of Prof. J. W. Howie on the nutritional aspect of the work is gratefully
acknowledged.
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